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Agenda
• What is EMCA multimodal interaction analysis?
• Different types of analysis (examples from my work)
• From data to analysis to findings. Show me the data.
• From findings to training and impact.
• The video camera as methodological tool and bias
• A note on “big video”
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WHAT IS EMCA MULTIMODAL
INTERACTION ANALYSIS?
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Ethnomethodological framework: the study of methods people
use for understanding and producing the social order in which
they live.
•

•

Ethnomethodological
indifference: a principled
agnosticism with regard to
social theory.
Some important terms:
• Accountability and reflexivity
• Indexicality and context
• Haecceity or "just thisness”

•

Garfinkel, H. (1967). Studies in Ethnomethodology. Englewood
Cliffs, N. J.

•

Heritage, J. (1984). Garfinkel and Ethnomethodology. Polity
Press.

•

Hester, S., & Eglin, P. (1997). Culture in Action: Studies in
Membership Categorization Analysis. Washington D.C.:
International Institute for Ethnomethodology and Conversation
Analysis & University Press of America.

•

Lynch, M. (1993). Scientific Practice and Ordinary Action:
Ethnomethodology and Social Studies of Science.
Cambridge ;;New York: Cambridge University Press.
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EMCA Multimodal interaction analysis
EM (Ethnomethodology)

CA (Conversation Analysis)

Multimodal interaction analysis

All sorts of
methods
(ethnography)

Tape recordings

Video recordings

•

2 levels and key terms

•
•

1. Inductive. Detailed ”technical”
analysis: Why that now?
Sequence organization. Turn-taking

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Action formation
Adjacency pairs
Repairs
Projections
Preference
Alignment/disalignment
Silence and pauses, etc.

Analysis of simoultaneity. Embodiment

•
•
•
•
•

Multimodality (semiotic ecology)
Body (gaxe, gesture, touch, etc.)
Material structure / objects
Other sensory actions

•

•
•
•

Drew, P., & Heritage, J. (1992). Talk at Work: Interaction in Institutional Settings.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
Heritage, J., & Clayman, S. (2010). Talk in action : interactions, identities, and
institutions. Chichester, U.K.; Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell.
Sacks, H. L., Schegloff, E. A., & Jefferson, G. (1974). A Simplest Systematics for
the Organization of Turn-Taking for Conversation. Language, 50(4), 696–735.
Schegloff, E. A. (1987). Between Micro and Micro: Contexts and Other
Connections. In J. Alexander, B. Giesen, R. Munch and N. Smelser (eds.), The
Micro-Macro Link (pp. 207–234). Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
California Press.
Schegloff, E. A. (1997). Whose Text? Whose Context? Discourse Society, 8(2),
165–187.
Schegloff, E. A. (2007). Sequence Organization in Interaction: A Primer in
Conversation Analysis. Cambridge University Press.
Schegloff, E. A., & Sacks, H. L. (1973). Opening up closings. Semiotica, 8(4),
289–327.

• Goodwin, C. (1980). Restarts, Pauses, and the Achievement of a State of Mutual Gaze at
Turn-Beginning. Sociological Inquiry, vol:50 hft.:3-4, 272.
• Goodwin, C. (2017). Co-Operative Action. Cambridge University Press.
• Heath, C. (1986). Body movement and speech in medical interaction. Cambridge ;;New
York NY USA: Cambridge University Press.
• Heath, C., Hindmarsh, J., & Luff, P. (2010). Video in Qualitative Research. SAGE
Publications Ltd.
• Heath, C., & Luff, P. (2000). Technology in Action. Cambridge University Press.
• Luff, P., Hindmarsh, J., & Heath, C. (2000). Workplace studies. Cambridge University
Press.
• Mondada, L. (2007). Multimodal Resources for Turn-taking: Pointing and the Emergence
of Possible Next Speakers. Discourse Studies - Quarterly-, 9(2), 194–225.
• Mondada, L. (2016). Challenges of multimodality: Language and the body in social
interaction. Journal of Sociolinguistics, 20(3), 336–366.
https://doi.org/10.1111/josl.1_12177
• Streeck, J., Goodwin, C., & LeBaron, C. (2011). Embodied Interaction: Language and
Body in the Material World. Cambridge University Press.

What do people do and how do they accomplish it in situ?
The semiotic ecology
• Language-in-use: Syntax, semantics, pragmatics,
prosody, tempo, turn-allocation, etc.
• Body movements: Whole body, torso, gestures, head
turning, gaze, touching
• Other sensory input observable in practice: smelling,
tasting, tactile input
• The use of objects: artefacts, technology, affordances
• The surrounding: physical constraints, moving in space

Goodwin, C. (2017). Co-Operative Action.
Cambridge University Press.
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Semiotic ecology

Multiply available semiotic resources mutually elaborate each other’s meaning (prosody, linguistic
structure, body, gestures, gaze)
38 C:

ved du hva jeg ska lige finde dig frem her på
you know I just have to find you on my

39

[skærmen]
[screen]

40 F:

[ej men så] er det fandeme derfor jeg
no but then it is ((dammit)) that’s why I am the

41

er chef
boss

ˆfor jeg drejer den altid så

[ja

]

[yes

]

sidde og [se ]
sit and

44 E:

]ˆ

ˆbecause I always turns it so that [they can]ˆ

42 C:
43 F:

[de kan

[see]
[ja ]
[yes]

45 F:

ˆhva-ˆ hva det er jeg laver
what- what it is I am doing

46 C:

[men det-]
[but its-]

47 F:

[det er derfor de kan dreje såd’n]
[that is why they can turn ]

F illustrates how the screens can be turned.

2 levels and key terms
2. Discussions of phenomena
How is space used
(proximity)?
How are identities
constructed?

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

E.g. professional practice

How are practical reasoning
(cognition) accomplished
(socially distributed)
How is knowledge and power
accomplished in situ?
How is innovation
accomplished?
How is technology used
How are emotions
observable?

• LeBaron, C., & Streeck, J. (1997). Built Space and the Interactional Framing of Experience During a
Murder Interrogation. Human Studies, 20(1), 1.
• McIlvenny, P., Broth, M., & Haddington, P. (2009). Communicating place, space and mobility. Journal of
Pragmatics, 41(10), 1879–1886. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pragma.2008.09.014
• Scheflen, A. E. (1971). Living Space in an Urban Ghetto. Family Process, 10(4), 429–450.
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1545-5300.1971.00429.x
• Nielsen, M. F., Nielsen, S. B., Gravengaard, G., & Due, B. L. (2012). Interactional functions of invoking
procedure in institutional settings. Journal of Pragmatics, 44(11), 1457–1473.
• Sacks, H. L. (1989). Lecture Six: The M.I.R. Membership Categorization Device. Human Studies,
12(3/4), 271–281.
• Stokoe, E. (2012). Moving forward with membership categorization analysis: Methods for systematic
analysis. Discourse Stud. Discourse Studies, 14(3), 277–303.
• Zimmerman, D. H. (1998). Identity, Context and Interaction. In C. Antaki & S. Widdicombe (eds.)
Identities In Talk. London ; Thousand Oaks, Calif.: SAGE Publications.
• Goodwin, C. (1993). The Blackness of Black. Color Categories as Situated Practice. In L. B. Resnick, R.
Säljö, C. Pontecorvo, & B. Burge (Eds.), Discourse, Tools and Reasoning: Essays on Situated Cognition.
(pp. 111–140). Berlin, New York: Springer.
• Hutchins, E. (1995). Cognition in the Wild. [Cambridge Mass.]: CogNet.
• Schegloff, E. A. (1991). Conversation Analysis and Socially Shared Cognition. In L. Resnick, J. Levine
and S. Teasley (eds.), Perspectives on Socially Shared Cognition (pp. 150–171). American Psychological
Association.
• Lindström, A., & Weatherall, A. (2015). Orientations to epistemics and deontics in treatment discussions.
Journal of Pragmatics, 78, 39–53. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pragma.2015.01.005
• Lynch, M., & Macbeth, D. (2016). The epistemics of Epistemics: An introduction. Discourse Studies,
18(5), 493–499. https://doi.org/10.1177/1461445616657961
• Stevanovic, M., & Svennevig, J. (2015). Introduction: Epistemics and deontics in conversational
directives. Journal of Pragmatics, 78, 1–6. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pragma.2015.01.008
• Svennevig, J., & Djordjilovic, O. (2015). Accounting for the right to assign a task in meeting interaction.
Journal of Pragmatics, 78, 98–111. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pragma.2014.12.007
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF ANALYSIS

(EXAMPLES FROM MY WORK
REVEALING DETAILS OF MEANINGMAKING PRACTICES)
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General principles
• Document peoples practices using video ethnography
• Go into “the wild”; naturally occurring practices and interactions
• Abductive methodology
• When doing EMCA analysis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Order at all points
”Unmotivated looking”
Don’t mentalize (don’t crawl into peoples brains/minds)
“It is what it is” – (not critical (per se)
Analyze all relevant semiotic resources used (holism)
Do detailed transcriptions
Pay attention to participants orientations (it is members practice)
Next turn proof procedure
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EMCA people can do different types of analysis
The ”linguistic”
approach

The ”ethnographic”
approach

Interested in collections
of specific phenomena

Interested in the depth
of a particular setting

Mondada, L. (2011).
Understanding as an Embodied,
Situated and Sequential
Achievement in Interaction.
Journal of Pragmatics, 43(2),
542–552.

Moerman, M. (1988). Talking
Culture: Ethnography and
Conversation Analysis.
Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press.

The
“sociophilosophical”
approach
Interested in “concepts”,
investigated in
perspicuous settings
Liberman, K. (2013). More
Studies in Ethnomethodology.
SUNY Press.

15/03/2018
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The ”ethnographic” approach
• Multiple methods: observations, interviews, desk research, field work, new
“big data” possibilities and video recordings.
• CASE 1: What are the challenges for blind people in Denmark while
navigating?
•

The life of 6 blind people and the setting of Copenhagen City to do fieldwork in.

What do blind people need from a digital device in order to
navigate?
•

The project investigates the potential of computer vision
technology for blind and visually impaired individuals in
their everyday life.

•

An interdisciplinary project between software developers,
cognitive scientists and us: looking at social interaction.

•

In order to develop new prototypes we need to understand
blind and visually impaired peoples actual everyday
practices.

•

Therefore: we analyse navigational behaviour with a
focus on semiotic resources in use.

The project is financed by
Synoptik Foundation

The situated and local accomplishment of mobility and
navigation: Two single case analyses of blind people’s use of
extended semiotic resources
Function

Semiotic resource

Problem oriented

The white cane
(example 1)

Solution oriented

The guide dog
(example 2)

Due, B. and Lange, S. (2018) Semiotic resources for navigation: A video ethnographic study of blind people’s uses
of the white cane and a guide dog for navigating in urban areas. Semiotica. https://doi.org/10.1515/sem-2016-0196
Due, B. & Lange, S. (forth). Annoying Things: Unpacking unpredictable trouble sources in blind navigation using video
ethnography and ethnomethodology. Sociological Research Online.

Extending range of tactility; embodied experience through the cane

Ressource 2: The white cane as a symbol to others and an echolocation device

Example 2: The guide dog as a resource

Avoiding obstacles before
they are problems

Choosing a ”better” way. Negotiation and trust.

Choosing a ”better” way. Negotiation and trust.

Summing up: the key features
•

Problem-oriented features (the white cane)

•

Provide tactile and haptic feedback that is flexible relative to the type of relevant input from the
surroundings (e.g. concrete/glass/wood)

•

Identify obstacles before they are within range of the body

•

Provide auditory feedback about detected obstacles and the structure of the environment

•

Act as a symbolic sign to co-pedestrians that a blind person is navigating

•

Be able to make sounds that can facilitate echolocation and inform co-pedestrians of presence.

•
•

Solution-oriented features (the guide dog)

•

Provide tactile and haptic feedback (directional steering)

•

Be trustworthy

•

Reduce environmental complexity, and reduce obstacles by tacitly leading around them

•

Be a companion and provide the ability for verbal commands and negotiation in a turn-taking
machinery.

15/03/2018

The Moses
Effect

Due, B. and Lange, S. (2018) The
moses effect. Space and Culture.
DOI: 10.1177/1206331217734541
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The ”sociophilosophical” approach
• One method: Video recordings of a specific practice guided by an interest
in exactly that practice.

• CASE 2: How are passing of objects accomplished?
•

Using the optician as a perspicuous setting

• CASE 4: How do new technology interfere with the turn-taking system
•

Using an experimental setup as setting

• Case 5: How are ideas developed?
•

Using meetings in organizations as a perspicuous setting

16/03/2018

CASE 2: How are passing
of objects accomplished?
Due, B. & Trærup, J. (forth.) Passing Glasses: coordinating, coconstructing and collaborating at the opticians. Social Interaction
Video-Based Studies of Human Sociality.

28
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CASE 4: How do new technology interfere with the turn-taking system

•

•

•

Due, B. L. (2014). The future of
smart glasses: An essay about
challenges and possibilities with
smart glasses. Working Papers on
Interaction and Communication,
1(2), 1–21.
Due, B. L. (2015a). Challenges
with Google Glass in Social
Interaction. Proceedings of the
4th. Participatory Innovation
Conference, 440–448.
Due, B. L. (2015b). The social
construction of a Glasshole:
Google Glass and multiactivity in
social interaction. PsychNology,
13(2–3), 149–178.

Embodied
orientation;
interaction with
Glass in a social
participation

Another non-

framework

human
participant (the
doll)

Long verbal pause. Use of
different semiotic resources

Verbal pause treated as TRP.
Turn-allocation and self selection.
Overlap is produced.

Non-human interaction sequence
Human social interaction sequence

Case 5: How are ideas developed?
•

•
•
•

Due, B. L. (2012a). Den narrative
konstruktion af en idé: En singlecase
multimodal analyse af narrativer som
ressource for udvikling af nye ideer under
møder. Språk Og Interaktion, 3., 45–89.
Due, B. L. (2014). The development of an
idea in a context of rejection. Semiotica,
(202), 207–239.
Due, B. L. (2015). Idéudviklingens
trepartstruktur og den katalytiske funktion af
kritik. Språk och interaktion, 4(2).
Due, B. L. (2016). Fælles orientering som
ressource for idéudvikling: En single case
analyse baseret på Distributed Cognition
(DC) & Conversation Analysis (CA). NyS.
Nydansk Sprogstudier., (50), 86–119.
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FROM DATA TO ANALYSIS TO
FINDINGS. SHOW ME THE DATA.
THE IMPORTANCE OF TRANSCRIPTS
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Initial phases: Meta, Macro and Meso logbook
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Look through data.
Identify an ”interesting” phenomena
Do data session on that phenomena together with team; show video and transcripts
Go through data and establish logbooks. Find more instances.
Chose the best examples (and variations/typologies) of any specific phenomena
Use a deviant case to focus on the (non-)mundane

Similar to ethnogram

Detailed transcriptions reveal situated order and sense-making
practices

• Software may be used (CLAN, Transana, Elan,
etc.)
• I prefer to do it in word/powerpoint
• The more details the more opportunity to
understand and describe action
• Transcripts are interpretations (as are the
camera in the first instance)
• Showing data (transcripts) makes it possible for
others to accept/reject the analysis

Multimodal
transcriptions
1) Show the sequential
organization and use of
multimodal resources
2) Show the coordination of
actions among participants
3) Show synchronicity and
simultaneous
production of
actions
(Mondada 2007)

Questions for analysis

The methodological
importance of doing

•

What kind of activity is unfolding?

•

What exactly happens?

•

How does it happen?

•

How is it organized in a multimodal semiotic environment?

•

How are the actions sequentially unfolded?

•

What kind of actions are used for what?

•

What do the participants orient to?

•

How is the interaction designed and what is projected as the next?

•

What function do the actions have here and now?

•

What happens in a linguistic way, what happens physically, what happens with or in
relation to material structure such as tables, chairs, walls, technology, tools, etc.?

•

Are there any regularities, patterns or systematics that can be observed?

•

What is the sequential and structural organization?

•

Can the phenomenon be seen elsewhere (other data)?

data session

13/03/2018

FROM FINDINGS TO TRAINING AND
IMPACT.
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Video based learning

• Due, B. L., & Lange, S. (2015). Videobased Reflection on Team and employee
Interaction. Circd Working Papers in Social Interaction, (1 (3)), 1–38.
• Due, B. L., Lange, S., & Trærup, J. (2018). Video learning: en videobaseret
læringsmetode. In M. Kjær & J. Davidsen (Eds.), Perspektiver på videoanalyse
Introduktion til metode og teori i praksis. Samfundslitteratur.

‘She’s
really
interested
in that
computer’

Authentic situations are recorded and analysed

Selected clips are presented to the employees in their
own environments

‘Turn the
screen so they
can see what
she’s looking
at’

And they help formulate a solution

‘I’ll be
honest and
say that I
probably do
that too’

‘It takes so
long before
she says
something!’

The employees are given the chance to acknowledge
the problem themselves

Choosing trainables
• A clear idea of which conversation and
suggestions for improvements a clip can
generate.
• Pilot test it. There may be 1) interesting
analytical points and 2) good learning
options = trainables.
• General principles
•
•
•

Focus on the general learning potential.
No one must be face threatened
Consider before the workshop how sensitive
types of conversations the team is prepared for.

Do analysis
And show video

How people
responded to
the shown video
clips.
(do analysis)
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THE VIDEO CAMERA AS
METHODOLOGICAL TOOL AND BIAS
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Eye of the beholder

The world viewed through a lens and a
certain chosen angle.
All data is interpreted via technology options.

Choosing the correct setup is important

Pros

Cons

Flexibel camcorder management

Fixed (mounted) camcorder setup

• You can follow the participants, eg out of
offices
• You are as flexible as the participants in
situ
• You can get a participant's perspective on
actions
• You are aware of camera mode (eg power
and memory)

• You catch everything when it happens, in
situ
• You are minimally affecting the situ
• You can control light and sound
• You can catch the whole situation in closed
settings (e.g. offices)
• You can be at the forefront because the
camera is mounted in advance

• The picture can easily shake.
• You can not capture changes outside the
• It is always a little behind the action, post
camera angle
in situ.
• You are not always aware of the state of
• You get a close focus because you are
your camera (eg power and memory)
close.
• You do not know if the recorded action is
• It is difficult to control sound and light
interesting

Video proxemics: Capture the whole semiotic ecology of
actions
Public distance = Supertotal
focus
Social Distance = Total
Focus
Personal distance = Half the
focus
Intimate distance = Close
focu
Hall, E. T. (1966). The Hidden
Dimension. New York: Anchor.

Perspectives and ”narrativity”
• Normal perspective: The subject is at
level with the camera. This gives a neutral
representation.
• Bird's eye view: The subject is below the
camera level. (“looking down at”)
• Frog perspective: The subject is above
the camera level. (”looking up to”)
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A NOTE ON “BIG VIDEO”
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Combining big data analytics with thick ethnographic
observations to reach novel and valuable explanations

1

2

3

Video analytics
360 degree
cameras showing
the store.

Big data analysis
of customer
trajectories.

Heat mapping of
the store
displaying
particular flows
and customer
interactions.

Bornakke, T., & Due, B. L. (2018). Big-Thick Blending. A method for
mixing together big and thick analytical insights. Big Data & Society.
DOI: 10.1177/2053951718765026

4

5

The combination of big data Based on these specific
analyses we are able to
and, thick ethnographic
make recommendations
studies and video
about new material
recordings provides us with
the opportunity to zoom in structures and how to
use them.
and do detailed analysis of
what the real issues are. Like
isolating computer screens.

